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An agent chooses actions over discrete
time steps, each  action having a reward
distribution
The objective is to minimise regret
The key challenge is to balance
exploration and exploitation
Real-life applications often introduce
delays in reward feedback
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settings?
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The study discusses how the
probability distribution modelling
delay can be used to calculate an
appropriate window size that
balances cumulative regret and
memory usage.
Results suggest a 70% conversion
rate does not significantly increase
cumulative regret compared to
100%, while decreasing memory
usage.
 It would be valuable to see how
the uncertainty introduced by
delay distribution estimation can
be considered when calculating
the time window size. 

Conclusion and
future work

Data is generated artificially and
simulates real-life scenarios. In
particular, the delay has to be
modelled using a discrete
distribution over positive values.

The SMPyBandits module [1] runs
four algorithms: UCB [2], Exp3 [3],
LinUCB [4], and OTFLinUCB [5] for
different hyperparameters and
environments. A run consists of 50
repetitions, after which the results
are averaged and plotted. The time
window size hyperparameter is of
most interest, as it has the biggest
effect on CR

The tables on the left exhibit how OTFLinUCB
performs when run in a delayed setting. The
other three algorithms are used as a
baseline, being run in the same environment
but with no delay.

Fig. 1

Fig. 2

Fig. 1 uses Poisson delays, while Fig. 2
uses Geometric delays.
In Fig. 1, two instances of the OTFLinUCB
algorithm with different time window
sizes (m) are compared against the
baselines, showing that a smaller m
significantly impacts the CR.
In Fig. 2, a bigger difference in time
window sizes produces a much smaller
difference in CR.
Choosing a suitable value for m depends
entirely on the probability distributions
that model delay.

Discussion

To study how delay influences cumulative regret, the rho variable is introduced.

The number of ignored rewards relative to the total number of rewards is
one of the two causes of increased cumulative regret due to delay and the
only cause that can be mitigated by tuning the time window size. It can be
seen in Tables 1 and 2 that this relation is not linear.
Tables 3 and 4 show time window sizes for different conversion rates and
probability distributions.
A conversion rate can result in vastly different time window sizes, depending
on the shape of the probability distribution modelling delay.
Each arm's distribution can differ, requiring a time window size which
ensures all arms’ rewards are observed enough times.
Setting the global window size as the maximum of all arms’ window sizes
ensures no arm has a conversion rate lower than 70%, which minimizes
cumulative regret and optimizes memory usage.

Fig. 3
Fig. 3 shows the cumulative
regrets for conversion rates of
0%, 10%, ... up to 100%


